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LET'S HAVE A CONVERSATION...

"We have this treasure
in earthen vessels.." (2 Cor. 4:7)
• Because “this” is the most volatile and
burgeoning century in recorded human
history, with rabid change, opportunity, and
uncertainty on the horizon, Jesus Christ has
primed HIS Bride for some of the greatest
days ahead; since the "prophetic birth" of
the Universal Church more than 2,000 years
ago.
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• As a "growing apostasy” (falling away)
becomes more prevalent amongst Christ's
Church, the necessity for HIS Remnant to
seek intimacy, maturity and unity - is at a
critical mass. And, in order for our relevance
and "the rewards of HIS su ering" (souls
won to the kingdom of God) to become a
present reality - and a source of renewal
and revival to every believer, we must be
ready to transition from heaven to earth
through alignment and agreement with HIS
Eternal Agenda, Timing & Ways!

POST-MODERNISM is the present age or era in which we nd
ourselves, and there are critical building-blocks that currently
act as the springboard for the “trans-generational company"
caught between the uncertainty and the rapidity of the
"changing times and seasons"; and globally, they're asking us
(the Body of Christ) "the" question, about CHRIST and the
Kingdom of God...
> Are we Real, Relational and Relevant, in today's
“progressive culture” and “postmodern climate”?
REAL makes reference to the search of this generation for
identity, meaning, and purpose. Results mean nothing, if "the
authentic" is not seen and demonstrated.
RELATIONAL makes reference to the search of this generation
for credibility, liberality, and missional-based relationships.
Acceptance means everything, if "the a rmation" of their peers
is both felt and shared.
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RELEVANT makes reference to the search of this generation
for individualism, results, and values. Relevance means impact,
and, "if 'the answer' is in culture, religion or science, so be it!"

"THE POSTMODERN CHURCH"...
Many Christian leaders today, are absolutely lost in the rabid
changes and shaking going on in the earth, and really nd
themselves resentful, while playing the blame-game or just
holding so tightly to their traditions - that their "missing the
move of God"!
WE are called to STAND as the Prophet Daniel did, in his
generation...
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Daniel answered and said: “Blessed be the name of God
forever and ever, For wisdom and might are His. And He
changes the times and the seasons; He removes kings and
raises up kings; He gives wisdom to the wise And knowledge
to those who have understanding. He reveals deep and secret
things; He knows what is in the darkness, And light dwells with
Him. “I thank You and praise You, O God of my fathers; You
have given me wisdom and might, And have now made known
to me what we asked of You, For You have made known to us
the king’s demand.” (Daniel 2:20-23 NKJV)

"THE PROPHET DANIEL: A Prototype Personality"...
Holy Character - alignment with Christ through consistently abiding
produces HIS Character and HIS Convictions in the heart of the true
disciple
Divine Vision - purpose-driven people don't pursue their own will, but
the Will of The Father; all vain visions must cease in the Body of Christ
(Ezekiel 12:21-28)
End-time Enlightened - divine perspective is the focus of a truly
engaged Bride, seeking intimacy and understanding of Christ's end-time
agenda
Faith Focused on the Sovereignty God - Daniel could not have
withstood the upheaval and violence associated with captivity to Israel's
enemies, without his focus remaining on the sovereignty of God during
changing times
Consecrated Vessels - when God's people major on prioritizing the use
of their time, talent and treasure, supernatural mobilization and progress
becomes common
Prophetically Engaged - the church is in the earth to "prophetically
engage the culture", but that mandate requires maturity and
methodologies in line with the world's pulse

What "is" The Center For Kingdom
Advancement (TCFKA)?
As a Church & Ministry Consultant for
over twenty years to quite a diverse
body of church and ministry leaders in
every cultural, denominational and
theological backgrounds, Pastor
Walter is committed to building a
headquarters facility and TCFKA
Chapters all over the world to:
Build strategic bridges in the
universal Christian community, by
establishing a discipleship and
educational center of empowerment
and learning that apologetically,
evangelistically and philosophically
fosters intimacy, maturity and unity of
the Body of Christ to be accelerated
in the end-times. (Ephesians 4:11-16)

The 7 Biblical Keys to E ective Ministry in the 21st Century

Jesus Christ is the Inexhaustible Treasure

• Christo-Centrically Focused
• Empirically-Enlightened
• Gracefully-Empowered
• Lovingly-Founded
• Powerfully-Energized
• Reconciliatorily-Positioned
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• Redemptively-Grounded

The 7 Biblical Keys to E ective Ministry in the 21st Century...
KEY #1

**CHRISTO-CENTRICALLY FOCUSED**
Jesus Christ is the Inexhaustible Treasure
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• All knowledge climaxes and culminates, in HIS Eternal Personhood.
• The "Restitution and Restoration" of everything - in and under the
"creative order", is governed by the limitless authority of HIS Kingdom.
• Pointing the masses to Christ - alone, through every available
methodology employed by the ministry, guarantees "the increase of HIS
Agenda" and "the acceleration of HIS Witness", in and to the world.
• JESUS CHRIST "is" Our Su ciency! (2 Corinthians 3:1-6)

The 7 Biblical Keys to E ective Ministry in the 21st Century...
KEY #2
**EMPIRICALLY-ENLIGHTENED**
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Jesus Christ is the Inexhaustible Treasure
• Updated research and expanding bodies of knowledge in every eld and vocation actually requires
real-time: collection, review and implementation of the collectable data and information (Empirical
Evidence) that can do "nothing" but con rm "The Truth” from God’s Infallible and Inerrant Word, for a
more strategic reach and better approach to doing ministry in the world.
• “Observational and theoretical science" is really just “research in development”, based upon
“subjective experience” - and yet to be proven in an "objective manner"; without all observers rst
attesting to the same results, or being able to universally apply the facts gained from the experiment.
“God’s Original Intent”, through the “ultimate realities” and the “perfect ideals” of HIS Eternal Wisdom
and Word, will continue to emerge as “true” with no fear of contradiction or imposition.
• "Empirical enlightenment" informs our apologetic's approach and should in uence our evangelistic
e orts, so we're always relevant, real and relational in our approach.

Jesus Christ is the Inexhaustible Treasure
What does an "Empirical Cycle" produce?

Observation: The collecting and organization of
empirical facts; "Forming" hypothesis.
Induction: "Formulating" hypothesis.
Deduction: Deducting consequences of hypothesis, as
testable predictions.
Testing: Testing the hypothesis with new empirical
material.
Evaluation: Evaluating the outcome of testing or else

Jesus Christ is the Inexhaustible Treasure
What is "Empirical Evidence"?
(WIKIPEDIA RESEARCH)
In science, empirical evidence is required for a hypothesis to gain acceptance in
the scienti c community. Normally, this validation is achieved by the scienti c
method of hypothesis commitment, experimental design, peer review, adversarial
review, reproduction of results, conference presentation and journal publication.
This requires rigorous communication of hypothesis (usually expressed in
mathematics), experimental constraints and controls (expressed necessarily in
terms of standard experimental apparatus), and a common understanding of
measurement.
Statements and arguments depending on empirical evidence are often referred to
as a posteriori ("from the later") as distinguished from a priori ("from the earlier").
(See A priori and a posteriori). A priori knowledge or justi cation is independent of
experience (for example "All bachelors are unmarried"); whereas a posteriori
knowledge or justi cation is dependent on experience or empirical evidence (for
example "Some bachelors are very happy").
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The standard positivist view of empirically acquired information has been that
observation, experience, and experiment serve as neutral arbiters between
competing theories. However, since the 1960s, a persistent critique most
associated with Thomas Kuhn,[3] has argued that these methods are in uenced
by prior beliefs and experiences. Consequently it cannot be expected that two
scientists when observing, experiencing, or experimenting on the same event will
make the same theory-neutral observations. The role of observation as a theoryneutral arbiter may not be possible. Theory-dependence of observation means
that, even if there were agreed methods of inference and interpretation, scientists
may still disagree on the nature of empirical data.[4]

The 7 Biblical Keys to E ective Ministry in the 21st Century...
KEY #3

**GRACEFULLY-EMPOWERED**
Jesus Christ is the Inexhaustible Treasure
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• "POWER" belongs to God, and the abuse, hindrances, misuse,
misappropriation, and mismanagement of God-given authority and
leadership positions - masquerading as "spirit-led" are being corrected
and judged, according to the Counsel of HIS own will.
• "Spiritual Gifts" without the balancing "grace" to fully support the
exchange and exercising of that gift, "is like a car-frame without an
engine to run it".

The 7 Biblical Keys to E ective Ministry in the 21st Century...
KEY #4

**LOVINGLY-FOUNDED**
Jesus Christ is the Inexhaustible Treasure
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• For far too long, the church has been "majoring in minor things", like knowledge
and prophecy (according to 1 Corinthians 13), and at the beginning of a "new
millennium" - and consequently a new decade, Christ is calling the Body of Christ
"to a radical disposition of LOVE"! NOT, "a new commandment", but a reemphasis
and recommissioning of HIS Original Commandment, in our New Covenant Reality.
• LOVE that "abounds in knowledge and judgment" (Phil. 1:9-10), without a "cap" or
"end" in sight - that "is" our transcendent reality; as we experience "the height, the
depth, the width, and the length of the love that surpasses knowledge", according
to Ephesians 3:14-20.

The 7 Biblical Keys to E ective Ministry in the 21st Century...
KEY #5

**POWERFULLY-ENERGIZED**
Jesus Christ is the Inexhaustible Treasure
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• "But understand this, that in the last days hard times will come— for people will be lovers of
self, lovers of money, boastful, arrogant, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, ungrateful,
unholy, hardhearted, unforgiving, backbiting, without self-control, brutal, hating what is good,
treacherous, reckless, conceited, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, holding to an
outward form of godliness but denying its power. Avoid these people!" (2 Timothy 3:1-5 NIV)
• Our generation is exposed to some of the most "graphically enhanced" and "technologically
advanced" visualizations in the world, and as a "sight and sound generation" - we
desperately need the "RAW REALNESS of God's Power", to invade space, time, matter and
energy dimensions ("the seen world"); so that we have more than "superior arguments", but
instead we have "supernatural demonstrations"!

The 7 Biblical Keys to E ective Ministry in the 21st Century...
KEY #6

**RECONCILIATORILY-POSITIONED**
Jesus Christ is the Inexhaustible Treasure
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• According to 2 Corinthians 5:14-21, we've been called to share "the Spirit and the Word of
Reconciliation" with the world abroad. This means, we're positioned to demonstrate and
represent Christ's Redemptive Purpose towards the whole of society, transcending every
culture, economic, ethnic, political, or social barrier that exists "outside of the born-again
lifestyle"; which should be common to believers and uncommon to unbelievers - that
establishes the Kingdom of God "on earth, as it IS in heaven".
• With increasing racial tensions, gender confusion, prevailing cultural conformity, and secular
humanism on the rise, "the Peculiar Priesthood and Holy Nation" - as represented by the
Body of Christ, must mobilize as a "major force for reconciliation", in which the earth has
never seen! Personal interpretations,opinions and preferences must CEASE in Christ's Body!
We are called to re ect Christ, and Christ ALONE!

The 7 Biblical Keys to E ective Ministry in the 21st Century...
KEY #7

**REDEMPTIVELY-GROUNDED**
Jesus Christ is the Inexhaustible Treasure
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• The whole of our "Christian experience", should be rmly grounded in the New
Testament Reality of Christ's Finished Work - on our behalf. A church or people that is
ignorant of the implications and the repercussions of Christ's "literal" cruci xion, death
and resurrection, and the complete redemption of our lives from the curse through our
salvation, sancti cation and eventual glori cation - will blindly live beneath HIS
intended purpose.
• A "redemptively-grounded" people: will live "with purpose" at the forefront of their
minds; will walk "on purpose" into the elds and industries that God is calling them;
will speak "as purpose" warrants it, but focus their words in prayer, as they pray to The
Lord of the Harvest for reaching souls in these last days.

There is an emerging generation of radically passionate men, women, youth, and children that are committed to
building strong families, experiencing purpose-driven lives, and seeking to attain whole-life prosperity - as genuine
followers of Christ, who are totally exasperated with the “emptiness of life”, “church - as usual”, and “their own sinful
brokenness, that has led to numerous failures and blind pursuits”! Not only do they know that “it’s time for a
change”, but they are willing to employ every effort and commit their greatest resource (their hearts), through their
own personal devotion to the Lord: to serve others consistently and unsel shly; to prayerfully discover and
reposition themselves “in the place” and “among the people” that are boldly living-out their faith; and to be radicallyconsecrated to the same ends as Christ.
When God originally called me to impact the epicenter and gateway of the Arts & Entertainment Community - planted
in the center of Hollywood and Ontario, CA, HE strategically educated me on the importance of “people” development, empowerment and eternal bridge-building; and NOT to ever focus on church growth strategies or to
ever pursue my own ambitious pursuits.
THIS is a clarion call to my “home community” in Rochester, Minnesota, where now the corporate headquarters of
Pure In Heart Int’l Ministries, Inc., and all its subsidiaries will be
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If God is calling you to be a part of an: Intergenerational, multi-cultural, and multi-ethnic fellowship as citizen’s of the
Kingdom of God that desires to both demonstrate and model your faith, as a curious bystander, marketplace minister,
impassioned intercessor, or a mature worshipper of Jesus Christ, come join us with the same fervor and expectancy
to connect and converge at The Center For Kingdom Advancement; so let’s AGREE, MAKE COVENANT, PRAY, and
WORK for The Lord together, for indeed “God is de nitely moving in our midst!”

 


 


The Vision of a People…

